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Abstract: The Western world is increasingly moving towards a  
service-oriented economy. The concept of product-service systems (PSSs) can 
help to deal with this transition. However, users and businesses are generally 
required to change their normal way of behaving to adhere to a PSS and this 
often acts as a barrier for successful implementation. This lack of required 
behavioural change often results in poor user acceptance and many PSS 
initiatives fail after successful pilot projects. Various measures are put forward 
to improve acceptance, but not all measures focus on changing user habits. This 
paper argues that PSSs can be more powerful in gaining user acceptance when 
they are designed to address lost habits, owing to unwillingly changed 
behaviour. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 From products and services to product-service systems 

Europe and the USA have historically been good at manufacturing products. Mass 
production grew explosively in the end of the 19th century and during the 20th century, 
and the focus on improving productivity and quality has persisted for many decades. 
However, at the beginning of the 1980s a shift became apparent (Gale, 1994) where some 
manufacturers were confronted with severe economic problems, while others prospered. 
This trend continued through the end of the 1990s. Wise and Baumgartner (1999) explain 
the success of these latter businesses by ‘going downstream’, meaning to focus more on 
the consumer than they used to. They divide downstream moves into four different 
business models: 

1 embedded services 

2 comprehensive services 

3 integrated solutions 

4 distribution control. 

‘Distribution control’ differs from the other three as it merely focuses on expanding the 
business by taking over distribution channels. The first three, on the contrary, are 
significantly focused on the development and improvement of services rather than 
products alone. As Tukker and Tischner (2006a) claimed: “Selling products used to be 
the standard way of doing business”. 

This transition from products towards services is the basis of many PSS theories. 
PSSs evolved from two research areas. The first area is business management, where the 
focus is mainly on offering competitive advantage rather than price advantage. European 
companies cannot compete on price alone with, for example, Asian low-cost countries 
(Wise and Baumgartner, 1999). Although business management is one of the 
fundamental research areas for PSS, the emphasis is on the second research area: 
environmental and social benefits (Baines et al., 2007). 

Tan (2010) analysed ten leading definitions of PSS and reports that a distinctive 
question is “whether PSS solutions should lead to lower environmental impact than 
existing business models, or not”. Some definitions indeed ignore environmental factors, 
but environmental effects very much remain key to PSSs (Baines et al., 2007; Goedkoop 
et al., 1999; Manzini and Vezzoli, 2002; Tukker and Tischner, 2006b). According to 
these authors, the focus is mainly on reducing the use of resources inherently related to 
the increase of consumption associated with wealth. Dematerialisation of products, which 
means decreasing use of materials, optimisation of use, and competitive advantages are 
cited as benefits. However, it must be stressed that PSSs not by definition push 
consumption in a more sustainable direction. They have the potential to do it (Tukker and 
Tischner, 2006a). 

PSSs are not a clearly defined research area and practical implementation shows 
challenges that need to be addressed. To start with, a universal definition for PSSs does 
not yet exist, and there is no consensus about the definition of products or services either. 
Products used to be tangible objects, while services used to be intangible, but in the past 
many definitions of products, services, and product-service systems (PSSs) have been 
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proposed (Tan, 2010; Baines et al., 2007). Products and services have been growing 
towards each other, and it depends on the definition whether something is regarded as a 
product, a service, or a combination of products and services. 

This paper addresses issues of acceptance of PSSs. Typically, these issues arise in the 
implementation phase, rather than in the concept phase of PSSs. We will use a wide 
definition for PSS, because we will not focus on the theoretical foundations of PSS, but 
rather on the interaction with practice. Goedkoop et al. (1999) formulated a workable 
definition for PSSs as “a marketable set of products and services capable of jointly 
fulfilling a user’s need”. Our research is part of a larger research agenda that focuses on 
PSSs for elderly and mobility. Therefore, while our focus is on acceptance of PSS, this 
paper is written in a context of mobility and elderly. We will describe a case where an 
innovative PSS seems to be very well accepted. From this case, we will derive a possible 
solution for PSS acceptance issues in general. 

1.2 Products, services and PSSs 

The character of services lies in the collaboration between stakeholders and users. 
Services differ from products by relying on the interaction between the user and the 
provider of the service (Henze et al., 2012). The value of a service is created by the user 
in the use phase of the service. PSSs therefore provide many opportunities for 
customisation, more than many traditional products. 

This characterisation is in line with the thoughts of Morelli (2002). He summarised 
Rifkin (2000) by stating: “The element of novelty, from the design perspective, comes 
from the service component of the PSS.” Rifkin added to this that services only exist 
when they are rendered. This means that a multi-stakeholder collaboration starts, because 
not only the designer or the service provider gives shape to the service. The user also 
takes part in the process. 

Morelli recognised four developments that accompany the transition from traditional 
product thinking to PSS thinking. In short, these developments are: 

• from possession to access 

• from product to service 

• from pre-manufacturing to live manufacturing 

• from designer-based to co-creation-based. 

These transitions agree with the findings from others (i.e., Mont, 2002), although the 
transition from product to service would probably be reversed by more service-oriented 
researchers. 

The IHIP paradigm was often used to define and recognise services. IHIP is the 
abbreviation for intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability, and perishability. Lovelock 
(2004) described the fuzziness of this paradigm. He explained how these elements could 
also be true for products. An example of intangible goods is info-based media that are 
stored electronically and can be reproduced on demand (Hill, 1999). Because the 
traditional IHIP definition was out-dated, Lovelock proposed a new paradigm. His 
proposal for a ‘rental/access’ paradigm is quite similar to that in most PSS theories. 
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According to Lovelock (2004), user involvement in service creation is not essential. 
He described numerous examples where inseparability of production and consumption in 
a service is not apparent. Instead, he claimed, “Increasingly, both consumers and 
organizations outsource activities they don’t want to get involved in”. Therefore, he 
refuted the inseparability aspect of services. However, for the provider or designer of a 
PSS this meant a new challenge to anticipate and pre-define parts of the PSS. Lovelock 
claimed that many services could not be stored after production and will perish, but there 
was the “need to recognize [the] concept of advance inventory (pre-production) as well as 
post-production inventory”. 

Lovelock is typical in arguing from a service perspective. Baines et al. (2007) focused 
on products but they see the same transition, which they called the ‘servitisation’ of 
products and ‘productisation’ of services. 

2 Result oriented PSSs 

Morelli (2002) defined a blueprint of a service as a schematic representation that 
“contains indications about material elements of the service (e.g. sequence of spaces, 
products used) and immaterial attributes, such as time sequences, interaction, actors 
involved, accessorial operations”. Morelli’s point was “use cases are aimed at generating 
scenarios that represent the possible future configurations of what is to be designed”. This 
means that PSSs are designed for use scenarios they could possibly encounter. This is 
close to what Lovelock defined as the concept of ‘advance inventory’. 

The transition from possession to access is one of the most important characteristics 
of PSSs. Manzini and Vezzoli (2002), Morelli (2002) and many others described how the 
consumer does not demand a product or service as is. The consumer is said to be 
interested in the outcome – or the result – that these products and/or services can deliver. 
They are regarded as not being interested in the product’s actual use and possession. 
Theoretically, this is a good starting point, but PSSs are generally not implemented 
successfully in practice. The success of PSSs largely depends on how well the PSS is 
designed and embedded, and how well all elements work together (Williams, 2007). 
Tukker and Tischner (2006b) stressed that many PSSs just “form an envelope around a 
system filled with products and material” and they propose to categorise PSSs in three 
types. To understand their categorisation, it is important to point out the relation they 
described between a product-service and a PSSs. A product-service is “a value 
proposition that consists of a mix of tangible products and intangible service[s] designed 
and combined so that they jointly are capable of fulfilling final customer needs”. This is 
very similar to the definition used in this paper, although tangibility and intangibility of 
products and services were criticised earlier. Tukker and Tischner distinguished the 
system aspect from product-service aspects. The system-aspect adds “the network, 
infrastructure, and governance structure that is needed to ‘produce’ a product-service“. 
Their categorisation is a way to interpret and understand the working principles of PSSs. 
The three categories move from being primarily product-based to primarily service-
based: 

• Product-oriented services, where some services are added to products. Examples 
include maintenance plans or financing schemes. 
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• Use-oriented services, where use is still product-related, but the ownership of the 
product stays with the provider. Examples include renting or leasing contracts. 

• Result-oriented services, where client and provider agree on a ‘functional result’. 
There is no agreement of the product to be used. Instead, the provider can offer a 
range of not necessarily predefined products that suit the needs of the user. An 
example is outsourcing to third parties. 

Figure 1 Classification of PSS 
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Source: Tukker and Tischner (2006a) 

Result-oriented PSSs are more abstractly defined than the other two types. Here, results 
are commonly defined in terms of performance indicators or in less tangible outcomes, 
such as conditions. However, activities that are performed in a result-oriented PSS do not 
appear to be very different from use-oriented PSSs. This is why result-oriented and  
use-oriented PSSs can be difficult to distinguish in practice, especially when the user 
pays for the output of the system, which is referred to as the pay-per-service unit. 
Nevertheless, specific for use-oriented types is the active involvement of the user in the 
process towards the result of the PSS, whereas the user is not involved in the process of a 
result-oriented PSS. In practice, this often implies that for use-oriented PSSs a predefined 
object will be used for a given situation, while the used object may vary depending on the 
functional result or performance agreed between user and provider for a result-oriented 
PSS. 

3 The impact of change 

As stated earlier, the transition from possession to access is one of the basic elements of 
PSSs. This transition is less apparent with product-oriented PSSs, but even more with 
use-oriented and result-oriented PSSs. This transition has bigger implications than one 
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might expect. A provider who keeps ownership of the products remains responsible. 
Interaction between provider and consumer by means of offering services is therefore 
important in order to provide the desired result. However, most of the time a fundamental 
change is necessary. Williams (2007) suggested that change that comes with PSSs could 
be divided in five categories: 

1 change in ownership structure 

2. change in device concept 

3 change in infrastructural/institutional context 

4 change in stakeholder learning 

5 change in product-user interaction. 

Williams’ focus was on the capabilities of PSSs to change systems, or in other words, to 
innovate systems. After analysing many different PSSs, using the three categories of PSS, 
he concluded that the examined product-oriented PSSs do not offer any system 
innovation at all. However, use-oriented PSSs have more potential and show some of the 
listed changes. Leasing and renting systems exist, and here ownership structures change 
thoroughly. However, although sometimes the used products are specifically tailored to 
the system, an aspect such as the providers’ end-of-life responsibility for products is 
rarely recognised. 

While product- and use-oriented PSSs are quite commonly implemented,  
result-oriented PSSs are seen less often. According to the definition of Tukker and 
Tischner, outsourcing is quite common, but the reason why ‘functional result’ delivering 
PSSs are rare is the more abstractly defined agreement between provider and user about 
the system performance. This results in users not quite understanding what to expect from 
the PSS and providers hesitating to offer such types of PSSs, due to the perceived risk 
(Tukker, 2004). The low implementation rate of result-oriented PSSs is generally seen as 
a problem, because these types have the highest potential to be both innovative and 
sustainable. 

It is inherent to most result-oriented PSSs that offering a result is not directly linked 
to a specific product. A better solution offers better results, but it does not automatically 
imply that users always choose a better solution, especially when they already can 
achieve the result they desire. Changing human behaviour is difficult, Christiaans (2011) 
illustrated this by mentioning rather enigmatically that “People are furious pattern 
makers”. To benefit from the results that PSSs can deliver, consumers – and other 
stakeholders such as manufacturers and providers – are expected to change their normal 
behaviour in order to implement a PSS and to make it work. However, as user behaviour 
is difficult to change, it is logical that requiring behavioural change often leads to 
difficulties in implementation and accordingly to acceptance and adaptation issues. 

4 Barriers for implementation 

PSSs that require behavioural change can be seen as radical innovations. This character 
not only results in challenging behaviour, but also in challenging structures and policies 
(Vezzoli et al., 2012). From a provider perspective, acceptance and implementation of 
PSSs can consequently be very problematic. 
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Manzini and Vezzoli (2002) found that businesses use PSSs as a means to cope with 
competition or to enter new markets. However, they admitted that other businesses 
hesitate due to perceived risks and lack of knowledge about and experience with PSSs. 
Vezzoli, et al. (2012) concluded that the use of PSS approaches is very limited and 
stakeholder acceptance was generally seen as the barrier to the success and expansion of 
PSSs. Most authors argue that barriers concentrate around a lack of knowledge and 
uncertainties about PSS implementation. 

Ceschin and Vezzoli (2010) saw necessary behavioural change and government 
policies not being specifically beneficial for PSSs as a barrier. Besch (2005) found low 
enthusiasm among manufacturers or providers owing to the necessary reorganisations of 
their traditional business models, which possibly costs a lot of money and may introduce 
risks that cannot be managed. Williams (2007) found that another barrier could be that 
providers do not see their offering in the wider context of the entire life cycle. According 
to him, focus must therefore not only be on the product offering, but also on management 
through the entire lifecycle of the offering for example upgradability or end-of-life 
management. He stated, “It seems that a general lack of recognition of the central 
importance of providing such a total offering may hinder the potential of many so-called 
PSSs”. 

However, even when companies are willing to implement PSS strategies, it may be 
hard to be the only PSS provider in an industry. Ceschin and Vezzoli (2010) described for 
example high break-even points as a barrier in the automotive industry. The business is 
traditionally based on car sales, while the main cost of a vehicle comes in the use-phase. 
Newcomers have the opportunity to adjust their business model on a PSS offering from 
the beginning. However, the leading high break-even points make it extremely difficult to 
create competitive offerings. 

Tukker and Tischner (2006b) argued that socio-technical context is often a barrier for 
‘true system innovation’. Changing the company culture alone is not enough, as the 
socio-technical context also needs to change. Ceschin (2012) agreed and gave three 
strategies that companies should consider. One of these was that a ‘broader system 
approach’ was needed. By this, he meant that businesses should not only look at the PSS 
solution and its value chain, but they should also look at how to influence the  
‘social-technical context’ to shape conditions for implementation. 

The user interacts with this social-technical context and Manzini and Vezzoli (2002) 
described “the cultural shift necessary for the user to value ‘having a need or want met in 
a sustainable way’ as opposed to ‘owning a product’” as the main barrier to adopting PSS 
in developed countries. More specific reasons were given, such as low enthusiasm among 
users for ownerless consumption (Baines et al., 2007), or the loss of status (Herodes and 
Skinner, 2005). 

A solution to overcome such barriers could be influencing the context. However, the 
extent to which the context can be influenced may be less than expected. In fact, it is 
questionable whether focusing on changing the social-technical context is truly the way 
to achieve wider PSS implementation. PSSs are not new (Ceschin and Vezzoli, 2010). In 
the automotive industry, vehicle leasing is a PSS model that has been implemented very 
well. A certain amount of segmentation can already be seen in this category, such as 
leasing organisations that offer only ‘green’ vehicles. Leasing is based on ownerless 
consumption and a clear example of a use-oriented PSS, although Williams (2006) 
disagreed with how well most car leasing concepts are worked out. On the other hand, 
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vehicle-sharing encounters less enthusiasm and result-oriented PSSs in this category 
remain largely unimplemented (Williams, 2007). 

Many examples of promising PSS cases exist. Product-, use-, and result-oriented PSS 
cases are put forward (Manzini and Vezzoli, 2002; Skinner et al., 2004; Tukker and 
Tischner, 2006b), just as satisfaction delivering PSSs (Manzini and Vezzoli, 2003), 
which are very well comparable with result-oriented PSSs. However, as Vezzoli et al. 
(2012) later also reported, most especially use- and result-oriented PSS attempts suffer an 
unmistakable difficulty with scaling-up from pilot-project or niche to mainstream market. 

It can be concluded that many PSSs that seem very promising in theory, work less 
well in practice. Tukker and Tischner (2006b) stated already in their conclusion after 
evaluating the state-of-art of PSS theory: “Having and depicting sustainable PSS-dreams 
in themselves will not save the earth. Understanding what it takes to realise such dreams 
will, and that is where our community should focus on”. They have put forward that 
sustainable PSS developers focus too much on sustainability issues and not enough on 
user acceptance or business potential. The commonly seen problem they also address is 
that the amount of necessary change for PSS adoption in ‘real life’ stays a high barrier, 
despite how much knowledge is yielded about theory, methods, and tools related to PSS 
creation and implementation and about claimed benefits for stakeholders, the 
environment, and society. 

To overcome this barrier numerous measures have been put forward to turn away 
from the lack of change. Policy-based measures, such as cost motivations for companies 
or informing users “about environmentally preferable solutions available in the market” 
(Ceschin and Vezzoli, 2010) are proposed, or design-based suggestions such as 
incorporating end-users in the design process (Baines et al., 2007). However, acceptance 
issues still occur, regardless of the solutions proposed so far. 

5 Influencing user behaviour 

An important characteristic in PSS implementation is the transition from possession to 
use. What is striking in mobility offering PSSs is that the ‘ownerless’ lease car has been 
implemented successfully, while the ‘ownerless’ shared vehicle has not. One of the 
differences between these two offerings is that a lease vehicle fits very well in people’s 
daily routines or habits, while users have to alter their habits when adopting a car-sharing 
programme. This suggests that in this case acceptance is not affected by the conceptual 
level of the PSS, but by the implications of adopting the PSS in everyday life. Not the 
type of PSS, but the amount of change that is needed for adoption seems to be the barrier. 

This is a very important aspect, which has been largely ignored in research on PSSs. 
Implementation of more access-based PSSs requires significant behavioural changes 
from users. Although the PSS may offer the performance the user expects from a 
mobility means, addressing user habits seems to be at least equally important when 
considering the use or implementation of a system. We would like to argue that the power 
of user behaviour is severely underestimated and this viewpoint will be illustrated by 
using a PSS case that seems to be well implemented and accepted by its users. 

In behavioural sciences many studies have been performed that look at how people 
make choices and how their choices can be influenced (Tiemeijer and Thomas, 2009). 
Next to this, a lot of work has been done on the power of habits (Aarts et al., 1998; Jager, 
2003; Wood et al., 2005). In the process of selecting products and/or services, users will 
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always find their way to achieve the best-perceived solution for them. Some choices can 
be influenced, where many factors play a role, for example, attention to selection context, 
creating implementation intentions or reprioritising unconscious goals (Aarts, 2009). 
However, strong habits can still prevent people from changing their behaviour. Therefore, 
the radical behavioural change that many PSSs require may be more of a barrier than one 
might think. Probably, not only the functional result is at stake, but other demands need 
to be satisfied as well. As Dell’Era et al. (2010) said: “radical new ideas may work very 
well, but the focus should be on innovation of meaning”. This is a higher level of 
abstraction than Tukker (2004) proposes by “a person that needs transport from A to B”. 
While selecting products and services that they would want to use, people do not look for 
functional results, they look for meanings. 

The fact that many result-oriented PSSs encounter difficulties in implementation may 
not necessarily be due to people’s unwillingness to change. The problem with many PSSs 
is that they are designed to offer a familiar result in a way that differs too much from 
existing use patterns. For the user the added value the service brings is apparently too 
weak to be willing to break his habits. Hence, the functional result seems to be different 
from what users really want. Therefore, it is essential to have a profound understanding 
of the behavioural science perspective on the power of habits in order to understand how 
PSSs can be designed and implemented more successfully. 

Insight in how to cope with user habits is desirable for PSS acceptance. However, as a 
starting point it is important to understand how habits can be influenced. The following 
case study suggests that the strength of user habits can change over time and that 
knowledge on coping with user habits may be very valuable to designers of PSSs. 

6 Skewiel Mobiel, a case study 

An example of a PSS that seems to be offered at the right moment to meet the right needs 
is Skewiel Mobiel: a case study carried out in Trynwâlden, a rural area in Friesland, 
located in the northern part of The Netherlands. The service is provided by care 
organisation Skewiel Trynwâlden (currently part of the Tellens Group) for their elderly 
clients. Skewiel Mobiel was designed as a use-oriented PSS to fill the gap that 
conventional public transport left behind when cutting back services in less populated 
areas (Joris, 2008). Skewiel Mobiel offers demand-driven, short-range mobility to elderly 
and the service is funded through a subsidy from the provincial government. This subsidy 
is intended to increase mobility for inhabitants of the rural environment of Friesland 
using environmentally friendly vehicles. The value for the care provider comes from the 
goodwill and reputation the PSS offering delivers for the care organisation. It supports its 
philosophy to be “a supermarket for wellbeing and happiness” (Skewiel Trynwalden, 
2009). 

The service is used to make trips to the supermarket, convenience stores, friends, 
family, the cafe, and more. It is very locally-based, as it connects just a small group of 
villages. The service design is displayed in Figure 2: Service design of Skewiel Mobiel. 
Typical trips of Skewiel Mobiel can go, i.e., from one side to the other side of the street, 
spanning just 100 metres or shopping trips to the neighbouring village, 1 kilometre away, 
where not only the supermarket is visited, but consequently also the butcher and the 
pharmacy. Users can have mobility levels that vary from homebound walks to 
recreational trips in the neighbourhood. 
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Figure 2 Service design of Skewiel Mobiel (see online version for colours) 
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Source: Joris (2008) 

The physical part of the service consists of an electric propelled vehicle, a registration 
system, a communication device, a volunteer driver and a receptionist. The vehicle used 
is a low-speed, neighbourhood electric vehicle that was, at the time of its introduction, 
“the only electric passenger vehicle of its kind permitted on the road in The Netherlands” 
(Joris, 2008). It is owned by the care provider. The vehicle is identical to, for example, 
the ones used in the DaimlerChrysler PSS project in Playa Vista, which was a 
community-based car sharing service in the USA (Skinner et al., 2004), and many other 
local area applications. 

From a client perspective, the care organisation is the service provider and Skewiel 
Mobiel shares many similarities with use-oriented services. This is different from the care 
organisation’s perspective where it shares more similarities with product-oriented 
services, as the vehicle is purchased, but maintenance is outsourced to a local garage or 
distributor and insurance to an insurance company. 

System-wise Skewiel Mobiel may look similar to other demand-driven taxi services. 
WMO-taxi and Valys are two other examples of Dutch subsidised transport services for 
elderly. WMO taxi is intended for regional trips with a price tag comparable with 
Skewiel Mobiel. Valys covers longer trips and the user is offered a yearly kilometre 
budget. Especially, WMO taxi offers an identical short distance functionality and Skewiel 
Mobiel users are familiar with it. 

The influence of the Skewiel Mobiel service on users and non-users were described in 
a comprehensive evaluation (Degen, 2013a, 2013b). Open interviews were conducted 
among 25 Skewiel Mobiel users and eight non-Skewiel Mobiel users who fitted the user 
profile. From this study can be learned that Skewiel Mobiel was able to increase the 
activity of users. Before the service became accessible, a large share of users stayed home 
or asked relatives to bring them if necessary, although 20 users already used WMO taxi. 
However, compared to WMO-taxi services, Skewiel Mobiel must have a definite 
advantage, seeing that it activates users and pulls users away from the taxi. The reason 
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that non-users did not use the service was that enough alternatives exist – seven used  
WMO-taxi and some additionally had access to a car – and that the odd design of the 
vehicle acted as a barrier. In those cases, the functionality of Skewiel Mobiel and its 
physical appearance seem to be unnecessary or lower valued than current alternatives. 

WMO-taxi is often used for trips to family and the hospital. Sometimes it is also used 
for shopping in the shopping mall nearby. These destinations are not far away, but 
outside the service area of Skewiel Mobiel. Inside the Skewiel Mobiel service area, 
WMO-taxi offers service for small distances too, but many respondents indicate that such 
distances are too short, hence being home bound and relying on relatives. Instead, 
Skewiel Mobiel is preferred. 

WMO taxi is satisfying for most users, although restrictions as waiting time – which 
is relatively long compared to the duration of some daily activities – and inefficient 
routing are mentioned. A restriction is that WMO taxi does not wait until the user 
finished his/her visit. A stop-and-go, which is very common for Skewiel Mobiel, is also 
permitted, but very exceptional. Therefore, Skewiel Mobiel is also preferred. 

In short, Skewiel Mobiel is preferred as it is more flexible and can be used to visit 
various locations during one trip. Activities are generally simple daily activities and the 
driver can offer support during these. The result that Skewiel Mobiel offers fits very well 
with the regular daily pattern that most people have and with the way that they are (or 
were) used to perform their activities. 

To examine the concept of Skewiel Mobiel in another environment, a two-day 
experiment was organised in the city of Eindhoven, the fifth biggest city in the 
Netherlands. Demographic characteristics were the opposite of Trynwâlden and public 
transport was very comprehensive. Other initiatives of small-scale, low cost taxi-like 
services already existed in this area. The goal of this experiment, called Aevus, was to 
replicate the Skewiel Mobiel service in Eindhoven and to see how it would be organised 
and used. It was based on a preregistration model to control the number of users and to 
decrease uncertainties in the registration process. A major difference was that Aevus was 
free. This may have biased the results, although it could also give insight in what users 
would really want, if money were no object. 

Clients were unanimously happy with the service and with this door-to-door service. 
Clients appreciated being alone in the vehicle and driving through the city along many 
memorable places. Most clients would not have left their home if Aevus were not 
available. One client was very pleased that she could travel by herself and she was not 
aware of other taxi-like services. Another client visited the bookstore he had not seen for 
years. He did not buy anything, and he would not have made this trip otherwise, because 
there was no obvious reason. However, the visit addressed a high value (need) of being 
up-to-date. 

A difference with Skewiel Mobiel was that the city context resulted in longer trips 
and longer activities. Instead of doing daily activities such as visiting the supermarket, 
many users decided to do a recreational activity in the city centre and drink coffee, do 
shopping or visit the theatre. Aevus therefore merely behaved as a pick-up-and-return 
service instead of a fully supported service where the driver accompanies the client 
during his activity. Both types of support are familiar to both Skewiel Mobiel and Aevus, 
but the ratio varies. 

This example shows the difference between the functional result that a standard taxi 
service offers and the experience that Skewiel Mobiel and Aevus offer. The activities 
from both Skewiel Mobiel users and Aevus users were similar and based on needs or 
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wants people had. They were not restricted by regulations or fixed services. The PSS is 
therefore not only used to go from a to b, but it offers an added value that is of a higher 
order, such as independence and freedom. An important transition can be noticed here: 
Skewiel Mobiel is not only the use-oriented PSS it used to be, but also shows clear 
characteristics of result-oriented PSSs. The results that the services deliver – providing 
freedom and independence – are on a higher level than the results that the definition of 
result-oriented PSSs prescribes. 

Many PSSs are considered to be suffering acceptance problems, because they require 
people to change their behaviour. A possible explanation why Skewiel Mobiel does not 
suffer acceptance problems may be the way it fits to the existing or lost and familiar 
behaviour of the users. These elderly are already in a context of change as growing older 
results in decreasing mobility. Therefore, walking becomes more demanding, cycling 
becomes unsafe, and not being able to drive a car anymore results in decreasing 
independence. These unwillingly changing, but personal circumstances have a large 
influence on one’s life and force a user to change behaviour. 

When an innovation is introduced to overcome this changing situation of physical 
decline, the acceptance problems might disappear. In this way, the innovation can 
compensate for the loss and this could contribute to a more acceptable PSS. Changing 
behaviour is in this case not a condition, but an opportunity to improve acceptance. 

The case of Skewiel Mobiel that was discussed here describes an innovative care 
provider that has thoroughly reorganised its business processes to offer services to the 
community and to help its clients in such a way that they can shape their own way of 
living (Skewiel Trynwâlden, 2009). Skewiel Mobiel fits well in this vision and the 
organisation was prepared and willing to implement such a PSS. The vision, combined 
with appreciation from its users, is one of the reasons why the organisation has plans to 
expand the service to other locations. This proves that acceptance is not always inherently 
a problem that lies at the provider’s side, although other barriers may be found, for 
example in terms of economic sustainability or operational organisation. 

7 Conclusions 

PSSs can work very well in theory, but their wider implementation remains limited. Key 
barriers are user-acceptance and radical shifts in business culture. User acceptance seems 
to be related to the way users need to change their behaviour. However, a case like 
Skewiel Mobiel shows that behavioural change can be an opportunity, instead of a 
condition to stimulate user-acceptance. Skewiel Mobiel still looks like many other PSS 
pilot projects, but it seems that personal circumstances that result in users having to 
change their behaviour can have a higher impact on acceptance than external influences, 
such as governmental or environmental impulses cited by many authors. 

We expect that when a PSS is presented during or after the process of behavioural 
change due to unwanted circumstances, there is an intrinsic and personal driven 
motivation to use the PSS, as long as it provides the opportunity to continue desired 
behaviour. Addressing already changing behaviour may therefore be more successful in 
fostering acceptance than initiating behavioural change, because addressing changing 
behaviour makes it possible for users to regain or sustain familiar behaviour. 

Furthermore, unwanted changing behaviour should not only be defined by functional 
results, such as a user’s physical performance, but also by higher order results the user 
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wants to achieve, such as a feeling of independence or social connection. This leads to 
opportunities for PSS development irrespective of how radical they are. 

Summarised: 

• First, new PSSs could be introduced to compensate for or redirect an unwillingly 
changed context. A user might for example lose his ability to walk, to see, or his 
familiar living environment due to relocation and has to reconsider the ways to 
satisfy daily patterns. 

• Second, PSSs should focus on the higher order needs users may have, for instance, 
being free to go wherever one wants, the ability to choose one’s own food at the 
supermarket, or to be up-to-date about the product range of the local bookshop. 

• Third, considering habits may be a useful method for PSS development, as 
acceptance is expected to improve when people are able to associate PSS 
implications or PSS use with past or previous experiences. 

8 Discussion and future research 

It is remarkable how well Skewiel Mobiel is accepted, being an innovative PSS aimed at 
an elderly target group. However, PSSs are often successful during the pilot phase, but 
most of them fail when scaling-up is the next step. Skewiel Mobiel was a pilot project, 
but becomes increasingly an established service. The care provider has plans to expand 
the system to other locations and other target groups, so the up-scaling phase has already 
started. This should prove whether Skewiel Mobiel indeed consists of the right 
ingredients to be successfully implemented. 

However, it is highly questionable whether people without a mobility limitation 
would use Skewiel Mobiel. Skewiel Mobiel is very much seen as a means to overcome 
limitations that keep users from being independent. In use scenarios, Skewiel Mobiel can 
be regarded as the second best option. 

What we can learn from Skewiel Mobiel is its ability to suit user needs very well. 
However, Skewiel Mobiel can currently only exist by the support of a subsidy and costs 
have to be considered thoroughly. The price for a trip is, just as it is for WMO-taxi, kept 
artificially low. Therefore, it is questionable whether the service would have been equally 
successful if it had to be financially sustainable by itself, just like many regular taxi 
companies. 

Nevertheless, in The Netherlands mobility is a key aspect towards a healthy aged 
population. Therefore, various facilities are offered such as mobility scooters, wheeled 
walkers, and the aforementioned taxi services, and all these facilities are to a greater or 
lesser extent subsidised. These might very well also suffer high acceptance barriers if the 
list prize has to be paid. 

Increasing mobility of the aged population brings up questions on the environmental 
sustainability of Skewiel Mobiel. Skewiel Mobiel, being a ‘sustainable’ mobility service, 
increases the activity pattern of users. Consequently, it can support and increase 
consumption. This is not what most PSSs try to pursue. Letting the user stay home and 
connect to the world virtually, may be better seen from an environmental perspective. 

However, we think this is not a desired situation from a social perspective. Every 
person has a wish to be independent and physical decline should not be a reason for 
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reduced mobility and independency. Someone may very well decide to connect to the 
world virtually, but alternatives should be offered for being physically part of society. 
The choice for the preferred situation lies with the user and not with the designer. 
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